QUESTION: What happens if I wrote down classes that I am not allowed to take?
ANSWER: Talk to your advisor and they will assist you in figuring out the exact classes you should take for your major. You can also talk to them about what your plan was.

QUESTION: If we’ve already taken ENGL 1101 and ENGL 1102, what do we take?
ANSWER: Look on DegreeWorks for other General Education/Core options (Area A-E are Gen Ed/Core). You could take your last ENGL like ENGL 2110 OR you could take a HIST or something you don’t have credit for.

QUESTION: How many credit hours does each course account for? Are they different?
ANSWER: The common credit hour mark is 3 hours for a lecture and 1 hour for a lab. But, there are some classes (like Physical Activity classes under HPE that are 1 hour or ECON 1000 is 2 hours)

QUESTION: So even if you test into a higher level math course (MATH 1190) - If you are a biology major, it it required to take Math 1113?
ANSWER: Nope! If you start in MATH 1190, we can process a “K-Credit” through the Registrar’s Office that will check off MATH 1113 Precalculus once you’ve successfully completed MATH 1190.

QUESTION: Hi! So I am messaging you here for clarification about the Learning Community registration. Are we supposed to register all of our classes (those in a learning community and not in a learning community) on the class registration add/drop?
ANSWER: Yes, all changes to your schedule will occur through Add/Drop on Registration tab of Owl Express. You can register for things in the LC and also outside of the LCs through that page.

QUESTION: Is there a test to take to receive credit for a class, without having to take the actual class? I’m asking because some of my dual enrollment credits did to transfer to KSU.
ANSWER: There is something called CLEP (It’s kind of like AP exams for college students). You can find information here- https://testing.kennesaw.edu/students/tests-offered.php. Talk to an advisor if you want more information about CLEP!

QUESTION: I am in the thrive and we have to take specific classes but then I see I have to take a “combo” deal class what if I can’t get the combo deal?
ANSWER: Thrive has certain Learning Communities (they’re on that same list but lower down than CSM Learning Communities. So, you’d register for your Thrive Community and then a couple of other courses. Email your advisor and they can help!

QUESTION: How many hours do we need to graduate?
ANSWER: It is based on each degree (might have different hours), but typically a degree will have around 120 hours.

QUESTION: Also, as I was checking in class schedule builder, it didn’t seem that there were any BIOL1107 open without a learning community.
ANSWER: This is correct. The only open seats in BIOL 1107 are through the Learning Communities. So, you’d have to register for an LC or look for an alternative to BIOL. You can still Waitlist for Biol (instructions in a help guide), but we want you to have set things on your schedule too. Just talk with an advisor!
QUESTION: If you stay in the lower math do you still have to take the higher math 1190
ANSWER: Yes, all of these courses are also routes to Calc. So, you’ll have to take Calc when you’re ready by taking the prior prerequisite MATH courses.

QUESTION: So to take BIO, do you have to take it in a learning community?
ANSWER: Because of availability, that’s encouraged.

QUESTION: This might be too specific but I’m a transfer student and I received a B in my Chem 1212L...
ANSWER: This was a specific question and thought it might be addressed best by speaking directly with your advisor.